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TRENDS

2018 Workplace Trends That Will
Influence How We Design
WORK NO LONGER IS A PLACE WE GO FROM 9 TO 5. INSTEAD, IT’S A
COMPILATION OF THE MANY THINGS THAT MAKE UP OUR IDENTITY. WE GO
TO WORK TO DO A JOB.
BY AMANDA SCHNEIDER
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It’s

fascinating to look at the evolution of work over time. In the early
1900s, urbanization rapidly was spreading, yet rural farming remained a leading
profession for the working class. The “office” consisted of open fields, plows and
farm animals. In the 1950s, the U.S. saw a post-World War II industrial boom with
the production of innovative technology and goods to fill the homes of the newly created suburbs. Offices of the time were loaded with the “cutting-edge” technology of
the day, including tabulators and bookkeeping typewriters.
Fast forward to the turn of the century, where 2000s offices were laid out like a cubicle farm with individual spaces allocated to concentrate and get work done.
Today’s work landscape presents a dramatically different picture. However, many
similarities remain. The cutting-edge technology of the day has replaced tabulators with computer, and bookkeeping typewriters come in the form of apps accessed
from a smartphone or tablet. The cubical farm has been refreshed with an openoffice feel that allows for collaboration and team unity. As we learn more about how
we do work, we begin to gain a better understanding of how we design for the places
where we go to work.
What’s more, we’re beginning to adapt the workplace for the many different things
we need it to represent in our lives.
Work no longer is a place we go from 9 to 5. Instead, it’s a compilation of the many
things that make up our identity. We go to work to do a job. But we also go to work to
be inspired, socialize, work out, eat, learn and even sleep. Abbey Rom, head of Strategic Partnerships at Outfit by Workframe explains it best. “In 2018 companies will
continue to blur the line between work and home, not only by creating office space
that feels more residential, but also by providing amenities that help employees
succeed in their home lives as well,” she says. “For instance, in addition to the trend
of improved maternity and paternity leave policies, we may also see an increase in
day care facilities, homework rooms and after school programming in the workplace
that will support parents with young children.”
So what are the workplace trends that will define office spaces of today? And how
do we design to incorporate these trends? Let’s take a look.
Workplace design will mimic a specific experience

B

ecause workplaces have evolved to represent different things for different
people, the concept of designing for an experience is on the rise. Sure, we know
design must incorporate specific work-related experience — enter the co-working
pod, conference room or private call nooks — but design also will incorporate nonwork-related experiences that add to the overall office environment.
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“In 2018, we will continue to see a rise in the ‘office as a service’ concept,” says Jeff
Miller, vice president of product design at Poppin. “Office space is no longer a physical investment — tenants can buy into it and buy out of it as their needs change. On
the other hand, we will see more established companies try to respond to this trend
by mimicking the look and feel. There’s greater emphasis on creating these ‘experiences,’ especially as they compete with quickly growing startups for talent. Many
companies are already rising to the challenge by creating activity-based workplaces,
including communal cafe bars, hot desks or alternative zones. With this comes a demand for more transient furniture and flexibility.”
Social movements and interests will trump personal style preferences

A

t its heart, design always has incorporated personal preferences. Spaces include
colors preferred by their specifiers, artwork is curated to mimic the likes of the
office inhabitants and other ancillary items are selected to personalize spaces.
However, today more than ever, designers will begin to look more long term to
identify growing trends that will align with interests and movements versus personal preferences. “In general, I tend to stay away from the idea of trends, as they may
be more ephemeral and kind of seasonal, in line with fashion, whereas, in design, we
can anticipate propositions that address a much longer time period than trends do,”
says Koray Malhan, chief design officer at Koleksiyon. “However, in the same manner of trends, we can still talk about inclinations where many designers or companies act in harmony as a tendency, and this is only natural. In this sense, I imagine
in 2018 we will expect to see new propositions to install Internet of Things (IoT) to
daily objects. The search for new natural materials will grow as well, under the sensitive topic of sustainability.”
In other words, we will focus on designing for hobbies, interests and social trends
instead of just designing for style and function. Designs will feature more environmentally friendly materials and will cater to the incorporation of technology.
Metrics will help design for future trends

T

echnology has made its way into every aspect of the workplace. So, it’s no surprise we will begin to use technology to help us design spaces that easily transition into future needs. Using metrics and analytics, we will recapture underperforming spaces and make them functional again.
“The best investment a company can make is to pause and take a quick look at their
current workways and space efficiencies,” says Raul Baeza, associate/senior project
designer for interior architecture firm lauckgroup. “Changes are occurring quickly
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within the workplace as technology creates more efficient ways to communicate and
work. Many offices are falling behind with spaces that no longer function. Rather
than go unused, these underperforming spaces can be recaptured as usable square
footage. Vendors are creating sophisticated systems of analytical sensors that can
measure and generate data, over a short period of time, that can advise on better use
of valuable real estate.”
The moral of the story remains — the workplace will continue to change and be
flexible. Our ability to stay relevant will depend largely on our ability to adapt to the
trends that define how people work today and in the future.
“The open office trend will continue to develop,” says Melissa Cheing, associate
at Sydness Architects. “Due to the increase in costs and the prevalence of startups
(with low initial overhead), there is a demand for flexible and efficient workspaces.
While the open workspace trend has been growing over the past decade, we frequently see it transforming into a request for flex workspace. Companies are
increasingly allowing for flexible hours and remote work access as a means of
maximizing staff while minimizing direct workspace square footage. A flexible environment allows for a number of work types and styles while also freeing up space for
employee satisfaction spaces.” BoF
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